Appion - Feature #556
Add the Evil garibaldi users script into pipeline
05/24/2010 07:57 PM - Neil Voss

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Anna-Clare Milazzo
Category: Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: Appion/Leginon 2.1.0

Description
for fun and games

Associated revisions
Revision c4749083 - 06/18/2010 12:33 PM - Neil Voss
initial version assumes scripps.edu for now, refs #556

History
#1 - 06/16/2010 07:12 PM - Neil Voss
- Target version set to Appion/Leginon Future Version

#2 - 06/18/2010 09:38 AM - Neil Voss
- Status changed from Assigned to In Code Review
- Assignee changed from Neil Voss to Pick-Wei Lau

review code and test.

#3 - 06/18/2010 09:38 AM - Neil Voss
- Assignee changed from Pick-Wei Lau to Dmitry Lyumkis

#4 - 06/18/2010 09:39 AM - Neil Voss
- Target version changed from Appion/Leginon Future Version to Appion/Leginon 2.1.0

#5 - 08/19/2010 05:17 PM - Dmitry Lyumkis
- Status changed from In Code Review to In Test
- Assignee changed from Dmitry Lyumkis to Anna-Clare Milazzo

Neil made a page that shows all of the users on the Garibaldi cluster. I'm not sure how this works for other processing clusters (it probably doesn't show the pictures). The best way to test this would probably be on Goby.

#6 - 08/25/2010 11:14 AM - Eric Hou
- Status changed from In Test to Closed